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Book Descriptions:

c10fsh manual

It is recommended that these INSTRUCTIONS be kept readily available. Read all these instructions
before attempting to operate this product and save these instructions. Manufacturer is not
responsible for any damages and injuries due to the repair by the unauthorized persons as well as
the mishandling of the tool. Always confirm that the POWER TOOL is clean before using it. Always
wear snugfitting clothing, nonskid footwear preferably with steel toes and eye protection when
operating the POWER TOOL. APPLICATIONS Wood and aluminum sash. WARNING Never connect
the power tool unless the available AC power source is of the same voltage as that specified on the
nameplate of the tool. Although it was adjusted before shipment, carefully check the height of the
saw blade.Holder A Loosen the 6mm knob bolt to retract the guard Knob Bolt slightly. After placing
a suitable wooden piece to Guard sit on the fence and the table surfaces, fix it with Vise. When bevel
cutting operation is required, adjust the table insert for bevel angle cutting. 3. Supposing it is not
able to remove it, It will contact the blade or some part of the tool, causing in serious injury to
operator. A switch lights up the laser marker. Switch Fig. 20 Depending upon your cutting choice,
the laser line can be aligned with the left side of the cutting width Laser line saw blade or the ink
line on the right side. After adjusting the height, firmly tighten the 6mm wing bolt; then turn the
upper knob, as necessary, to securely attach the workpiece in position. CAUTION Always confirm
that the motor head see Fig. Starting from halfway, without pulling back, causes the lower guard to
be caught in the cutting groove of the workpiece and to contact the saw blade. It is very dangerous
to rotate the turntable to the left during compound cutting because the saw blade may come into
contact with the hand that is securing the
workpiece.http://co-we.com/mailuserfiles/fluke-9171-manual.xml

c10fsh manual, hitachi c10fsh manual.

Install optional optional them in the base bothsides side to be shown accessories If there is any
danger that it may do so, loosen the 6mm knob bolt and move the crown molding vise ass’y to a
position where it will not contact the saw blade. This will cause inefficient cutting and possible
overload of the motor. When cutting such materials, use a wood plate to protect the workpiece as
shown in Fig. If cutting work is done in a state where the bolt is not sufficiently tightened, the bolt
can get loose, the blade can come off, and the lower guard can get damaged, resulting in injuries.
WARNING When mounting the saw blade, confirm that the rotation indicator mark on the saw blade
and the rotation direction of the gear case see Fig. 1 are properly matched. 5 Thoroughly clean
washer D, collar and the bolt, and install them onto the saw blade spindle. This Parts List will be
helpful if presented with the tool to the Hitachi Authorized Service Center when requesting repair or
other maintenance. Positionsjustering af laserlinjen kun model C10FSH sted, der ikke er i direkte
sollys, og starte operationen.Bruk kun sagblader som er anbefalt av HITACHI.Kun olet asettanut
lasermerkkiin. Inspect replacement of carbon brushes. Position adjustment of laser line Only Model
C10FSH following procedure. Ink lining can be easily made on this tool to the laser Loosen the three
6 mm machine screws, then secure marker. Then turn the switch on and workpiece, remove the
unneeded portion with a after running the tool for 20 seconds without a load for chisel. Repair,
modification and inspection of Hitachi Power Tools must be carried out by an Hitachi Authorized
Service Center. This Parts List will be helpful if presented with the tool to the Hitachi Authorized
Service Center when requesting repair or other maintenance. Representative office in Europe
Hitachi Power Tools Europe GmbH 30. 4. 2009 Siemensring 34, 47877 Willich 1, F. R. Germany
Head office in Japan Hitachi Koki Co.,
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Verify this is workingThe power supply is more likely to go Put some tape Use is confined to
Engineers with more than 370 course hours of electronic engineering for theoretical studies. All
trademarks are the property of their respective owners. The C10FSHC also features Hitachi’s first
upfront bevel lock for quick and easy bevel adjustments along with miter detent override for faster
transitions between miter angles. The adjustable toolless laser marker and LED light give the user
accurate cuts and visibility right where it’s needed. Post your question here in this forum. Were
committed to dealing with such abuse according to the laws in your country of residence. When you
submit a report, well investigate it and take the appropriate action. Well get back to you only if we
require additional details or have more information to share. Note that email addresses and full
names are not considered private information. Please mention this; Therefore, avoid filling in
personal details. Please enter your email address. To calculate the overall star rating and percentage
breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. See All Buying Options Add to Wish List Disabling it will result in some disabled or
missing features. You can still see all customer reviews for the product. And by that I mean that
there is no play, not even a thought of slop to the slides. But you know your going to screw or bolt it
down anyway cause every saw will walk a little. Yes, the soft start isnt quite as soft as the Makita or
the Bocsh, but its enough to not pop your breaker, which is the point remember,.Yes the handle is
configured strange and hard to hold normally, but your not going to want to actually hold the handle
normal,.Yes its only a ten inch blade, and why would you want anything more.

Larger blades have more flex across the board, especially when using a thin kerf blade. Also,
everyone knows that as soon as you buy a 12 inch sliding saw, it instantly gets used for cutting 6 X 6
treated post and beam lumber.How much laser do we really need,.Now thats a laser worth having.
Yes the dust collector kinda sucks. Its True, and its sad because I actually take air quality on the job
site very seriously. Im the guy thats always wearing a dust mask or respirator when working
indoors. The Bosch is sweet but it just has too much play after a year with the enormous handle.The
Makita is very smooth; its actually a very nice saw with a lot of base to hold the material. Its quiet
and pretty. Its got the laser, and the flourescent light comes in handy in the attic or basement
applications, or when the electrician is still roughing in and outlets are scarce. But I already have
one, so,.It is made in China, not in Japan like my old saw. My old saw was working fine after many
years, and I wanted the new laser and since I have money to spent on new tools now, I sold my old
saw last week and ordered a new one, but boy was I disappointed. I am from China and I know
quality when I see it and this saw made in China does not live up to Hitachis reputation. Returning
to Amazon tomorrow and maybe I will order a Makita instead. Please try again later. Weary Barrow
Press 4.0 out of 5 stars The Slides are THERE. And by that I mean that there is no play, not even a
thought of slop to the slides. But you know your going to screw or bolt it down anyway cause every
saw will walk a little. Yes, the soft start isnt quite as soft as the Makita or the Bocsh, but its enough
to not pop your breaker, which is the point remember,.Yes the handle is configured strange and hard
to hold normally, but your not going to want to actually hold the handle normal,.Yes its only a ten
inch blade, and why would you want anything more.

Larger blades have more flex across the board, especially when using a thin kerf blade. Also,
everyone knows that as soon as you buy a 12 inch sliding saw, it instantly gets used for cutting 6 X 6
treated post and beam lumber.How much laser do we really need,.Now thats a laser worth having.
Yes the dust collector kinda sucks. Its True, and its sad because I actually take air quality on the job
site very seriously. Im the guy thats always wearing a dust mask or respirator when working
indoors. The Bosch is sweet but it just has too much play after a year with the enormous handle.The
Makita is very smooth; its actually a very nice saw with a lot of base to hold the material. Its quiet
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and pretty. Its got the laser, and the flourescent light comes in handy in the attic or basement
applications, or when the electrician is still roughing in and outlets are scarce. But I already have
one, so,.Please try again later. Please try again later. J. Meissner 4.0 out of 5 stars Its made in Japan
but weighs at least 5 pounds more than the new Chinese version I received from Amazon. Now,
while many parts on the new saw are the same there are differences aside from build quality which
could be expected considering its country of origin. The base on the new saw is quite different. I like
the newer design but its built from a considerably thinner cast than the Japanese version. Most parts
of the base are half the thickness of the old and some cross supports are just missing altogether.
Another concern was the table slop, the wearing of the miter detents, which was slightly GREATER
than that of my 7 year old saw. This kind of a thing only gets worse with time so that was the last
straw for me. I wouldnt let this review deter you. Kudos to Amazon for their friendly service and
easy return policy.Please try again later. Please try again later. Joe the trim guy 5.0 out of 5 stars I
love this saw. It is quiet, compact and accurate. It is better that the old style in every way.

The fence is taller, the degree scale is much easier to read. The bevel scale is much easier to use, as
is the bevel locking lever. I dont use the laser for most cuts but when I need it, Im glad its there. It is
very accurate. The blade seems to reach full speed quickly. I also bought the right side fence
extension and the crown stops. It makes cutting crown molding much quicker. This saw has been
extensively reviewed so I will keep this brief. I have used Hitachi compound sliders for years. It is
small and light, packs well and is easy to transport. Years ago, we bought an earlier version of this
saw because we needed the larger capacity from time to time. That saw is still in service after about
10 years, but now is only used for outdoor work since the new version is so much nicer. This saw is
so compact and easy to operate I dont know why any tradesman would use anything else. If I could
only have one saw it would be this one.Please try again later. Please try again later. N. Hurst 5.0 out
of 5 stars We couldnt afford to buy everyone on our Christmas list gifts last year, so we decided that
I would make picture frames for them. I had some money saved up for a new saw, so I jumped on
this one when it was lower than it usually is, to help get the project done in a timely manner I had
over 15 frames to do in less than a month, which isnt much time with a newborn in the house!
Straight out of the box, the saw makes accurate cuts, and the included blade gives an excellent cut,
although with a small amount of tearout. The laser is very good as well, and easily adjusted
depending on what kind of cuts youre making. The sawdust flap at the back of the blade does block
the laser when the blade is lowered, but thats easily taken care of, since the flap is rubber, and can
be moved up out of the way with no problems, to help with setting up the laser for your cuts. You
will need to make sure its lowered back down when youre ready to make your cuts.

I like the integrated lasers more than the addon ones, because this way there are no batteries to
replace or anything like that. To give an illustration of how nice this saw is, Ill give an example of
what kind of work Ive done with it since I got it in December 06. My regular circular saw left too
rough a cut, and the job would have taken too long with my router, and setup would have been a
pain. When I was done, I was left with an edge that looked better than the ones from my table saw, a
little rougher than those from my router, and perfectly straight. The only way I can tell where the
cuts were made was by direction of the marks left by the blade. The sliding action is smooth and
fluid. If it becomes a hassle to deal with Ill call Hitachi to see if they have any ideas, but like I said,
its not that big a deal. I even made sure it wasnt getting crossthreaded, and tried lubricating it, but
it never got any easier. It was like the tap was too small or something. All said, this saw is an
excellent deal. UPDATE July 2013 Ive had this saw for nearly 7 years. Ive used it for picture frames,
cabinetry, toys for my son, play sets, aluminum channels, plexiglass, and more. Its been great. Ive
gone through a couple of blades now, which is easy on this saw. I also had to replace the worn out
motor brushes, which took maybe 10 minutes. All in all, the C10FSH has been a pleasure to use, and
has proven time and again to be a worthwhile investment.Please try again later. Please try again
later. Tmoo 5.0 out of 5 stars I have owned all of them, and this is by far the best. Mine is almost 2



years old and is still perfect, as it was right out of the box. I bought a Forrest chop master blade for
it that cuts without chipping, and I think this combination is the best possible. The laser is just for
lining up your cut, once you begin you should not move your part so no need to see the line. If you
have it adjusted correctly it will cut where the line was.

I find that I can split a pencil line or cut to either edge of the pencil line if I want to simply by lining
it up first. It is really great when cutting an angle that is undetermined, just mark it and line it up
with the laser line, then cut. If you need the line on the other side of the blade just make a cut in a
piece of scrap while holding it still and adjust the laser line to the cut. After almost 2 years of
constant use, this saw is still right on the money. I will buy it again if I need another.Please try again
later. Please try again later. TZ Oceanside, Ca. 5.0 out of 5 stars I do various handyman work, and
sometimes related work with my tile jobs. I have needed this tool for a long time. I did my research,
and purchased the Hitachi. Perfect miter. The only problem that I did have with this was the crown
molding fence attachment flipped over and I cut into it. That was my fault for not paying attention.
So far its been perfect. The laser is difficult to see in the sun.I just bring the saw down on top of my
cut to check it, if Im working in the sun. Otherwise, I try and find a shady spot for me and the saw.
The only thing that I do not like it you have to reach to the back of the saw to make miter
adjustments. If I bought another miter saw, I would probably get a saw with upfront controls.Please
try again later. Please try again later. Mark Twain 5.0 out of 5 stars Love this saw. I have had the
Hitachi for six months and use it a lot. The saw starts soft and cuts beautifully with the enclosed
blade. The angles are true out of the box this is not a saw that requires much assembly or permits
much adjustment. The laser feature is point n shoot simple. I hook this saw up to my shop DC. I was
not crazy about the bag dust collector its not awful, but it is a bag to clean up. Works fine and is
reasonably clean. I clamp the saw to my workbench and fold the saw for storage underneath when
not in use. Setup is well under a minute.

BTW, if you are training kids to work wood, this is a terrific first powersaw. The laser ensures
precise cuts and as a slider, it is far easier to control than most power saws. My 11 year old uses it
safely with supervision. My other power tools are DeWalt and Bosch, but Hitachi invented compound
sliders and I have no regrets about choosing this one.Please try again later. Please try again later. S.
K. 5.0 out of 5 stars Both saws are awesome. Had the C12 first, but then realized I needed
something to cut wider boards. Flipping the boards over on the C12 didnt do it for me. Bought this
saw to make a platform for my shed with planks. This saw is hands down awesome. It slides like
butter and the vertical handle, while a little awkward for pure chop saw cuts, makes the sliding
motion even smoother. The included blade is not bad. But you will want a better blade for more
precision cuts. Thats a wash with other saws anyway since they all seem to come with not so great
blades that youre better off replacing. I was tempted to buy a cheaper saw, thinking that I might not
use this often. I didnt feel comfortable with those, but thats not to say others wouldnt mind them. I
do, however, know that this saw was definitely worth the money for me. I also used it to build a
bookshelf about 11 inch wide boards. Happy to say the bookshelf is even, sturdy, and perfectly level
because of the precision of this instrument and I mean instrument, not just tool. Ive built other
things with it, but Im sure you get the picture. If you have the cash, buy it. You will NOT regret it. By
the way, I kept the C12 because the C10, being a 10 inch saw, has difficulty with 4 X 4 posts. If you
need something for those posts, you may be able to use this saw if you raise it on the tabletop with a
piece of wood. But I didnt try that so I cant deduct stars for that. I think thats a minor tradeoff for
this saw anyway. Still 5 stars.Please try again later. Please try again later. Property Manager 5.

0 out of 5 stars Exact, portable, and extremely reliable.until today! So heres some advice from a guy
who just took two hours to figure out what was wrong with this fantastic saw that has been so
dependable up until now. My assistant and I were cutting some weird compound angles on 2x10
treated lumbervery deep long cuts. After several cuts, I pushed the switch and nothing happened.the



saw had broken.it wouldnt turn on. We checked the power, brought the saw back up to the upright
position, waited a while, but nothing, no go. At this point I began disassembling the saw. I must say
that this saw is designed fantastically no manual, only a screwdriver, comes apart in minutes to
expose all the innards. However, testing with a voltmeter the switch was fine, the controller seemed
fine, wiring OK. What gives Turns out one of the two motor brushes had stuck. I found this out by
unscrewing the black brush caps and giving a tug on each brush; one popped right out as it should,
the other was jammed with some gunk. After scraping the gunk off the jammed brush, reinserting it
and making sure it slid freely in its confines, I reassembled the saw and it works great. Of course
nobody wants their saw to break, but after spending a couple hours poking around this saw I have
an even deeper respect for its design and construction. If you dont have one, get one. If you do have
one, keep an eye out for the condition of the brushes!Please try again later. Please try again later.
Doc 4.0 out of 5 stars Found no damage, fences were square. Its held in by 2 large metal dowel pins
and tightens down with a set screw. Ive seen this problem written in the past reviews. So I have a fix
for that. I added brass shims in the dowel pin hole.Please try again later. Please try again later. To
calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average.
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item
on Amazon.

It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. See All Buying Options Add to Wish List Disabling
it will result in some disabled or missing features. You can still see all customer reviews for the
product. And by that I mean that there is no play, not even a thought of slop to the slides. But you
know your going to screw or bolt it down anyway cause every saw will walk a little. Yes, the soft
start isnt quite as soft as the Makita or the Bocsh, but its enough to not pop your breaker, which is
the point remember,.Yes the handle is configured strange and hard to hold normally, but your not
going to want to actually hold the handle normal,.Yes its only a ten inch blade, and why would you
want anything more. Larger blades have more flex across the board, especially when using a thin
kerf blade. Also, everyone knows that as soon as you buy a 12 inch sliding saw, it instantly gets used
for cutting 6 X 6 treated post and beam lumber.How much laser do we really need,.Now thats a laser
worth having. Yes the dust collector kinda sucks. Its True, and its sad because I actually take air
quality on the job site very seriously. Im the guy thats always wearing a dust mask or respirator
when working indoors. The Bosch is sweet but it just has too much play after a year with the
enormous handle.The Makita is very smooth; its actually a very nice saw with a lot of base to hold
the material. Its quiet and pretty. Its got the laser, and the flourescent light comes in handy in the
attic or basement applications, or when the electrician is still roughing in and outlets are scarce. But
I already have one, so,.It is made in China, not in Japan like my old saw. My old saw was working
fine after many years, and I wanted the new laser and since I have money to spent on new tools now,
I sold my old saw last week and ordered a new one, but boy was I disappointed. I am from China and
I know quality when I see it and this saw made in China does not live up to Hitachis reputation.

Returning to Amazon tomorrow and maybe I will order a Makita instead. Please try again later. j.v.v
5.0 out of 5 stars It arrived packaged securely and on time.Please try again later. Please try again
later. CCG 5.0 out of 5 stars Please try again later. Please try again later. Stephen Anderson 4.0 out
of 5 stars Miters join very well!!Please try again later. Please try again later. erik 4.0 out of 5 stars
Slide is smooth and all adjustments are accurate. It was shiped with nearly NO packing material and
arrived with a piece of the handle broken from transit, otherwise would have been 5 stars.Please try
again later. Please try again later. M. Fish 5.0 out of 5 stars Very accurate with lots of power and the
laser guide is awesome. Why did I wait so long to get onePlease try again later. Please try again
later. Hercules 5.0 out of 5 stars Please try again later. Please try again later. M. Morin 5.0 out of 5
stars Proud to own it. Light enough to move around easily. Wish they would include the right side
fence with the package, added cost is worth it.Please try again later. Please try again later. Chris
Schumacher 5.0 out of 5 stars Please try again later. Please try again later. Kim 5.0 out of 5 stars He



even showed me how to use it and I helped him build a deck and put up some siding on a side
job.Please try again later. Please try again later.This particular model sold elsewhere is still made in
Japan and the finishing is night and day difference on the saws. Further the saw arrived damaged
which was not surprising owing to the poor packaging. To amazons credit, they quickly refunded my
money and the shipping cost, but it looks as though I may still be stuck paying the insurance needed
to return it. I would be delighted if amazon was in the routine of describing where their products are
made in the specifications section for each item.

Surely, this is not the only example of this problem, and I know fir a fact that there are many people
who, as a rule, endeavor to purchase items made in countries other than china.Please try again later.
Please try again later.


